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Learning as a Service
Create effective learning journeys that will accelerate end user adoption
of new edge-data solutions
A fully trained workforce will be able to conduct new tasks more effectively and efficiently. But for some
organizations with seasonal workers or a high turnover of staff, the prospect of bringing everyone up to speed
quickly is a major challenge. In others, training staff on a new technology can take too long and some of the
immediate benefits it offers are then lost in the process. So how do you guarantee faster end user adoption of
new edge-data solutions?
Learning as a Service is a Zebra Signature Service that ensures your employees acquire the knowledge they
need to help deliver rapid returns on your investment.
Available across all Zebra products and solutions and for all roles and skills, Learning as a Service is delivered
in a variety of formats to suit your needs. Whether your people prefer on-demand eLearning or instructor-led
training, with expertise and insight from Zebra you can be sure they are ready to embrace a new data solution
on day one and beyond.

Tailor learning to your people
Different people learn in different ways. So Learning as a Service is designed to provide you with more
flexibility — whether it is in a classroom or via video modules.

Fast track end user adoption
Industry Certification, Custom Learning, and Subscription Services provide multiple ways to maintain
momentum and speed up training. The end result is a workforce that understands the new solution and is ready
to start working with it as soon as possible.

Monitor and optimize training
With Learning Operations you get to see what’s working and what’s not. Via a dedicated Learning Management
System, you can track training performance and address any issues early on to save costs further down the line.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature
or access our global contact directory at www.zebra.com/contact
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Why Zebra?
At Zebra, we recognize that for businesses to compete they must become as
smart and connected as the world we live in. While other providers focus on their
own products, we focus on your business priorities. Learning as a Service is just
one example of how we do this by creating customized learning journeys that
lead to rapid ROI from the faster adoption of new edge-data solutions.

At-a-Glance: Learning as a Service
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Business Impact

Zebra provides a family of industry certifications that will help you win
business by validating your expertise in various areas—from Android
enterprise application development to mobility solutions architecture.

Provides Zebra-certified, high-value training
so teams are quickly up to speed on your new
technology.

Zebra can provide everything you need to develop and deliver
a custom training program—from customer specific curriculum
development to instructors.

Customizes training to individual users for
faster adoption, leading to rapid return on
investment.

Having the training material and trainers is only the beginning. Zebra
provides support for the operations and management of your training
plan. With access to a Learning Management System as well as dedicated
project and training coordinators, you can ensure an effective rollout of
your training strategy.

Identifies successes and areas for
improvement so elements of the learning
journey can be easily revised.

In addition, Zebra has innovative learning tools to provide access
to physical devices in a virtual environment to create unique nextgenerational training.

Subscription
Services

Zebra video subscription services make it easy to provide video
on-device training for your users.

Offers a cost-effective way to give people
the right training, in the right place, and at
the right time.

Zebra provides everything you need—from custom videos to the video
hosting, be it online or offline, mobile, desktop or tablet.

Keep staff training on-track with bespoke
learning pathways for your new data solutions
– only with Learning as a Service
For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature
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